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The soundscape is an acoustic environment made up of all sounds arriving at a receiver. A 
methodology for the analysis of soundscapes was developed in an attempt to facilitate efficient 
and accurate soundscape comparisons across time and space. The methodology included 
generating and combining results from a collection of traditional soundscape metrics, statistical 
measures, and acoustic indices that were selected to quantify several salient properties of marine 
soundscapes: amplitude, impulsiveness, periodicity, and uniformity. The metrics were calculated 
using approximately 30 hours using semi-continuous passive acoustic data gathered in seven 
unique acoustic environments. The calculated values for each candidate metric were compared to 
a priori soundscape descriptions and cross-examined statistically to determine which 
combination of metrics most effectively captured the characteristics of the representative 
soundscapes. The selected measures of were SPLrms and SPLpk for amplitude, kurtosis for 
impulsiveness, an autocorrelation-based metric for periodicity, and the dissimilarity index for 
uniformity. The metrics were combined to develop a proposed soundscape code, which enables 
rapid multidimensional and direct comparisons of salient soundscape properties across time and 
space. The proposed soundscape code was applied to a series of soundscapes that were recorded 
at several deep ocean environments along the US outer continental shelf (OCS) and the Great 
Barrier Reef. The soundscape code clearly distinguished between the deep OCS soundscapes and 
the shallow Great Barrier Reef soundscape in terms of amplitude, impulsiveness, and periodicity. 
Nuanced differences in deep OCS soundscape codes in terms of periodicity, impulsiveness, and 
the frequency of dominant signals suggest a connection between the respective soundscapes and 
bottom type or habitat. The combination of metrics that make up the soundscape code provided a 
first assessment to establish baseline acoustic properties for the deep ocean OCS sites. This 
initial soundscape characterization will aid in directing further analyses and guiding subsequent 





CHAPTER 1: Introduction 
The oceans are filled with sounds and contain a wealth of information owing to the highly 
efficient manner in which acoustic energy travels through water. Many aquatic species utilize 
sound cues in local environments for a variety of activities: foraging, navigation, habitat selection, 
predator detection, migration, and breeding (Wartzok & Ketten, 1999; Richardson et al., 1995; 
Tyack, 1998; Bass et al. 2003; Au, 2012). Consequently, by studying the ambient sound field, it is 
possible for researchers to learn about an environment based on the sounds recorded in that 
environment. In the 1950s, a series of 20 Hz pulses confounded researchers “listening” on navy 
surveillance systems; in 1963, these pulses were attributed to finback whale courtship displays 
(Schevill et al., 1964).  Prior to WWII, little research attention was given to ambient ocean sounds, 
but wartime technology like the acoustic mine (which relied on ambient noise measurements for 
the firing mechanism) incentivized research into ocean ambient noise. In the 1960s, a surge in 
ambient ocean sound research was due in a large part to a “belated” interest by the Navy in passive 
sonar systems like towed line arrays and submarine sonars for long range detection and 
surveillance (Urick, 1984).  Since then, the number of ocean sound studies has increased, with the 
scope and intent of the research greatly expanding.     
 
Underwater Sound Sources 
All ocean sounds can be classified into three groups: 1) abiotic sounds generated from natural 
processes such as seismic events, wind, waves, and weather; 2) biotic sounds produced by marine 




Figure 1. Visual representation of the three types of sounds that occur in the ocean: 1) natural-abiotic (green); 2) 
natural-biotic sound sources (white); and 3) anthropogenic sound sources (orange). From NOAA’s Ocean Noise 
Strategy. Available at http://acousticstoday.org/nefsc.  
 
Prior to the industrial revolution and the invention of motorized propulsion for ships, ocean 
sounds were generated predominantly by the two types of naturally occurring sources: biotic and 
abiotic.  Many of these natural processes have unique acoustic signatures underwater (Figure 2), 
which allow researchers to study a wide range of events like rainfall, waves, tsunamis, and ice 




Figure 2. Wenz curves and ocean sound sources (Wenz, 1962). From https://dosits.org. 
 
Sound from rain, which at certain droplet sizes is dependent on wind conditions, dominates 
ocean noise from 1-15 kHz when present (Wenz, 1962; Nystuen, 1986).  Infrasonic frequencies 
from 5 – 20 Hz correlate strongly with wind speed (Nichols 1987), and wind shows further 
dominance at higher frequencies as well (400 Hz – 20 kHz; Medwin and Beaky, 1989). Natural, 
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seismic events transmit significant amounts of energy into the ocean that propagate as T-waves 
even when the source is far from the ocean boundary (Wenz 1962). Microseisms and wave-to-
wave interactions dominate the frequency band below 20 Hz; earthquakes and explosions also 
occupy the infrasound band (Kibblewhite and Wu, 1989).  Each phase of an ice calving event has 
unique acoustic characteristics including: an infrasonic rumble at the beginning of a calving event, 
sharp cracks as ice fractures (20 – 100 Hz), ice impacting the water (200 – 600 Hz), and high 
frequency (> 10 kHz) noise from the oscillation of the fractured ice (Pettit, 2012).  
Sound is a critical component in the lives of marine organisms, which rely on it for a number 
of different life functions. While we know much about how marine mammals interact acoustically 
with their environment, we know far less about how the more numerous fish and invertebrate 
species perceive and generate sound. Coral reefs have unique acoustic signatures (Bertucci et al. 
2015), and these signatures are utilized by a variety of marine animals in selecting an appropriate 
habitat or substrate for settlement (Parmentier et al. 2015).  Clearly, marine animals have evolved 
to use and rely on ocean sounds, and up until the industrial revolution, the only sounds they were 
subjected to were natural biotic and abiotic sounds. In the post-industrial revolution period, 
however, a new type of sound was introduced in the marine acoustic environment: human-
generated sounds.  
Anthropogenic sound in the ocean occurs as both a byproduct and as intentionally created 
noise. Sources that produce noise as a byproduct include shipping and industrial activities. Sounds 
created intentionally include seismic surveys and sounds from different types of sonar systems. 
Seismic surveys are conducted by towing air-gun arrays from marine vessels, and while acoustic 
energy from this type of source is predominantly in the 5 – 300 Hz range, energy up to 30 kHz has 
been reported in controlled experiments (Martin et al., 2017). In the early 2000s there were over 
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90 vessels available for this type of operation worldwide, and at a given time, about 20% of these 
were conducting field operations (Schmidt 2004; Tolstoy et al. 2004).  
A variety of sonar devices used for military, commercial, research, and recreational purposes 
make contributions to ocean sound in different frequency bands depending on the application. 
Low-frequency active (LFA) sonars are used by the military in large-scale surveillance. These 
LFA sonars “provide the sound source over scales of 100s of kilometers” for listening platforms 
in the detection of submarines. LFA sonars operate in the frequency range of 100 – 500 Hz 
(Anonymous, 2007; Hildebrand, 2009). For submarine detection in the mid-frequency range of 
<10 kHz, sonar systems use Mid Frequency Active Sonar (MFAS; 1 – 5 kHz) and high source 
levels (Watts, 2003). Multibeam echo sounders (MBES) are typically used to map the bathymetry 
and record backscatter of the seafloor and water column for a variety of purposes including 
fisheries research, detection and classification of underwater targets (e.g., ocean floor, fish, 
navigational obstructions), and geophysical research, among other tasks. Present-day MBES 
systems range in frequency from 12 kHz- 700 kHz depending on the usage (Hildebrand, 2009).  
Recreational and commercial sonars used for detection and classification of underwater targets 
produce sound at much lower source levels than military sonars, but are far more ubiquitous (NRC, 
2003; Hildebrand, 2009).  
The propulsion systems of commercial ships are the dominant source of radiated underwater 
noise at frequencies below 200 Hz (Ross, 1976). Noise from distant shipping can be detected in 
many parts of the ocean due to the highly efficient manner at which sound propagates at low 
frequencies. Cavitation at the propeller blades produces noise that is more broadband in nature, 
but high frequency components do not propagate far. Small boats equipped with outboard motors 
generally produce sound in the MFAS (1 – 5 kHz) range and have moderate source levels (Erbe, 
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2002; Kipple et al., 2004). Industrial activities, like marine construction and pile driving, and oil 
drilling, typically have their highest acoustic energies in the lower frequencies (20 – 1000 Hz; 
Greene, 1987). Monitoring soundscapes can help foster a better understanding of the magnitude 
and prevalence of anthropogenic sound, and how it changes over time.  In the context of this 
research, the proposed technique for characterizing, monitoring, and reporting soundscapes will 
help to inform science-based decisions related to the management and mitigation of noise impacts.  
By utilizing the information presented by sound source studies, and by considering the salient 
acoustic properties of different acoustic events, we can begin to see how different types of sounds 
contribute to an acoustic environment. These sound sources and their contributions are an 
important factor in how we define and describe a marine environment in terms of its acoustic 
properties. It may be relatively easy to describe an acoustic environment in terms of its individual 
sound sources, but what if the sources are unknown?  The soundscape is connected to acoustic 
events occurring locally and distantly and understanding how different sound sources influence a 
soundscape will help understand what types of events are occurring even if we know nothing about 
what sources are present.  
Soundscapes and ocean sound 
The study of ambient sound and acoustic environments led to the development of the concept 
of the soundscape, where the soundscape is an acoustic environment tied to the function of a given 
location, and is made up of all sounds that arrive at a receiving animal or acoustic recorder 
(Pijanowski et al., 2011). The soundscape was formally defined by IOS 18405 characterization of 
the ambient sound in terms of its spatial, temporal, frequency attributes, and the types of sources 
contributing to the sound field (ISO, 2017).   By utilizing soundscape information, researchers can 
better understand environmental impacts on ocean dynamics (Radford et al., 2010; McWilliams 
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and Hawkins, 2013; Miksis-Olds et al., 2013; Staaterman et al., 2014), biodiversity and ecosystem 
health (Parks et al., 2014; Staaterman et al., 2014), and the risk of anthropogenic impacts on marine 
life. Today, while we have a much better understanding of the importance and ubiquity of ocean 
sound, there is still much work to be done. Researchers still struggle to accurately report and 
compare important aspects of ocean sound. Ocean sound studies are not trivial endeavors and the 
complexity of ocean sound dynamics combined with a lack of formal standards, guidelines, and 
consistent methods can make soundscape analyses difficult. To accurately compare and report 
important soundscape information across time, space, and studies, efforts must be made to 
standardize the way in which researchers quantify marine acoustic environments. 
Defining and characterizing the soundscape is an important step in the task of assessing, 
monitoring, and comparing global acoustic environments. In recognition of its inherent value, 
ocean sound has been recently accepted as an Essential Ocean Variable (EOV) by the Global 
Ocean Observing System (GOOS) Biology and Ecosystem Panel (Tyack, 2018). EOVs are 
approved based on three considerations: 1) relevance in helping solve scientific questions and 
addressing societal needs, 2) contributions to improving marine resource management, and 3) 
feasibility for global observation regarding cost effectiveness, technology, and human capabilities 
(https://goosocean.org/index). Once EOVs are approved, an implementation team creates and 
disseminates recommendations pertaining to data collection and management, which benefit the 
scientific community tremendously. Specification sheets linked to each EOV detail these 
recommendations and form guidelines for scientific use of the EOV. Consideration of ocean sound 
as an EOV will advance the understanding of ocean sound, anthropogenic impacts on ambient 
ocean sound, effects of anthropogenic sound on marine life, and how passive acoustic monitoring 
(PAM) can be used to assess biodiversity and ecosystem health  (Tyack, 2018; Howe et al., 2019). 
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Recommendations will help to guide scientific endeavors, while processing guidelines will ensure 
consistency and easy comparisons in ocean sound studies.  
Traditionally, sound is analyzed by measuring the sound pressure level (SPL) as a function of 
frequency, and other source and amplitude-related parameters such as the number of sources 
detected, source classification, localization of detectable sources, or sound exposure level (SEL) 
(Martin et al., 2019). Recently, researchers have developed and applied metrics mathematically 
summarizing acoustic properties and comparing them with independent ecological data to 
understand the types of sources present in a soundscape, referred to generally as Acoustic Indices.  
For example, the Acoustic Complexity Index (ACI) was proposed as a proxy for biodiversity 
(Pieretti et al., 2011), and Sueur et al. (2008) demonstrated the efficacy of the Entropy Index (H) 
and the Dissimilarity Index (D) at highlighting biodiversity of a terrestrial environment. In the case 
of biodiversity measures, traditional visual methods of quantifying biodiversity are time 
consuming, expensive, and can be invasive (Sueur et al., 2008; Harris et al., 2016). Surveying 
biodiversity acoustically eases many of these constraints, but processing high volumes of acoustic 
data, which are generated quickly, is still time consuming. Further distillation and quantification 
of acoustic data into acoustic metrics helps to alleviate processing time. It also allows for direct 
comparisons among acoustic environments. Application of acoustic biodiversity indices in a 
marine environment have yielded mixed results (Bohnenstiehl et al., 2018; Bolgan et al., 2018; 
Parks et al., 2014; Staaterman et al., 2017). Further investigation into the utility of acoustic indices 




Challenges in Marine Soundscape Studies  
Even though ocean ambient sound and soundscape research has been conducted for 
decades, the ocean community has still not reached a consensus on how to accurately report and 
compare important aspects of ocean sound. The methodologies utilized by researchers are often 
tailored to a specific study, which focuses on answering the question at hand, but contributes little 
to the understanding of soundscape dynamics on a large regional or global scale if the results 
cannot be easily interpreted, integrated, or compared to data from other areas. Studies often fail to 
clearly report metric input parameters critical to the determination of the final metric value; 
ambiguities in reporting can make replicating study methodologies difficult, and it can lead to 
erroneous comparisons (Hawkins et al., 2014). Some methodology descriptions are so vague it is 
nearly impossible to determine averaging times, integration windows, and exactly which metric is 
being calculated. To accurately report important soundscape information, efforts must be made to 
standardize the way in which researchers acquire, process, analyze, and report acoustic metrics. 
The measures available to researchers for assessing or characterizing marine soundscapes 
are numerous. While studies comparing soundscapes often use similar methods of statistical 
analysis, the general disparity in hardware, measurements, processing, and reporting across studies 
makes it difficult to compare the soundscapes being measured. Presenting the metrics utilized by 
previous studies highlights the general disparity in analysis methods found across soundscape 
studies (Table 1). While measurements like power spectral density (PSD), sound intensity, and 
SPL are common amplitude metrics used across studies, researchers often apply or report the 
metrics differently. For example, two studies comparing the soundscapes of proximal reef habitats 
both calculate mean intensity (Bertucci et al., 2015; Radford et al., 2014), but Bertucci et al. (2015) 
averaged acoustic intensity in linear units, while Radford et al. (2014) averaged in the dB-domain. 
These two different methods of averaging have yielded differences in final metric results of over 
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10 dB in previous works (Merchant et al., 2012).  If direct comparisons are made between the 
mean intensity results of these two studies utilizing different averaging techniques, inaccurate 




Table 1 Selected literature of soundscape comparison metrics.  
Topic Metrics Soundscape 
code Property 
Reference 
Comparison of reef 
sound signatures – 
spatial comparison 
 Max/min sound intensity 
and corresponding 
frequency (day, dusk, 
dawn) 
 Mean sound intensity 
Amplitude Bertucci et al., 
2015 
 
Comparison of reef 
sound signatures – 
spatial comparison 
 PSD (smoothed) 
 Mean sound intensity 
Amplitude Radford et al., 2014 
Soundscape of the 
shallow waters of a 
Mediterranean marine 
protected area – 
temporal comparison 
 Monthly median root-
mean-square level of the 
sound pressure (SPLrms) 
(per octave band/bb) 
 Day/night median 
SPLrms (per octave 
band/bb) 
 Day/night median PSD 
 Filtered Acoustic 
Complexity Index (ACI; 





Buscaino et al., 
2016 
A comparison of 
inshore marine 
soundscapes – spatial 
comparison 
 ACI 





McWilliam et al., 
2013 




in the Atlantic ocean – 
spatial comparison 
 Daily median sound 
levels 
 Long term spectral 
averages (LTSA) 
Amplitude Haver et al., 2017 
Evaluating changes in 
the marine soundscape 
of an offshore wind 
farm – temporal 
comparison 
 3-5 month spectrograms 
 Median/mean PSD 
Amplitude Lin et al., 2019 
Soundscapes from a 
tropical Eastern Pacific 
reef and Caribbean sea 
reef – spatial 
comparison 
 Mean PSD over 
recording period plotted 




Staaterman et al., 
2013 
Localized coastal 
habitats have distinct 
 Sound intensity over 4 
freq bands: 100 - 800 Hz, 




signatures – spatial 
comparison 
800 Hz – 2.5 kHz, 2.5 – 
20 kHz, 20k – 24 kHz 
 Proportion of sound 
intensity (per frequency 
bands outlined 
previously) 
 Dusk/noon PSD 
Assessing marine 
ecosystem acoustic 
diversity across ocean 
basins – spatial 
comparison 
 H-index Uniformity Parks et al., 2014 
Marine soundscape as 
an additional 
biodiversity monitoring 
tool: a case study from 
the Adriatic Sea 
 ACI 




Pieretti et al., 2017 
Investigating the utility 
of ecoacoustic metrics 
in marine soundscapes 
 ACI 
 H-index 
Impulsiveness Bohnenstiehl et al., 
2018 
Basin-Wide 
contributions to the 
underwater soundscape 
by multiple seismic 
surveys with 
implications for marine 
mammals in Baffin bay 
 1/3 octave levels  
 Mean instantaneous 
pressure level 
 Sound exposure level 
(SEL) 
 
Impulsiveness Kyhn et al., 2019 
Sound exposure level as 
a metric for analyzing 
and managing 
underwater 
soundscapes – temporal 
comparison 
 Sound exposure level 
 Autocorrelation of sound 
exposure level 
Amplitude Martin et al., 2019 
 
Many analysis methods produce graphical outputs, which are assessed visually but can become 
cumbersome when quantitative comparisons are required across time or space. Graphical 
information, supplemented with standardized quantitative analysis of the multidimensional 
soundscape within an accepted framework would produce thorough, accurate, and easily 




Proposed Soundscape Code  
The World Meteorology Organization (WMO) utilizes a system for sea ice symbology that is 
commonly referred to as the “egg code” (Figure 3)(JCOMM Expert Team on Sea Ice, 2004). 
 
Figure 3 WMO egg code (JCOMM Expert Team on Sea Ice, 2004). Contained in the simple oval are data regarding 
concentrations, stages of development, and form of ice. Code conforms to an international convention. 
This egg code presents standard ice data in a clear and succinct manner. It includes basic 
details about ice coverage in a way that allows for easy comparison across environments. 
Furthermore, the multidimensional nature of the egg code reports a variety of relevant ice 
properties; “one size fits all” measures are rarely adequate in describing dynamic environments. 
The idea of a measure that captures and reports salient information about an environment is the 
inspiration for the proposed soundscape code in this thesis. While the egg code reports multiple 
dimensions of the environmental feature ice, the soundscape code reports multiple dimensions of 
the environmental feature, ocean sound. By identifying distinguishing properties observed in 
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marine acoustic environments, a collection of metrics and indices that quantify these 
characteristics can be compiled in the form of a soundscape code.   
Amplitude, variability, impulsiveness, and uniformity are examples of physical soundscape 
properties that are important to understanding soundscapes and the distribution of sound energy 
across time, space, and frequency (Table 1). The objective of this study was to identify the optimal 
suite of metrics across some generalized soundscape properties (amplitude, impulsiveness, 
periodicity, and uniformity; Table 2) to create a soundscape code infrastructure for comparing 
soundscapes. Multiple metrics within each soundscape property were selected and applied to a 
diverse set of soundscapes to identify the metric that best captured the salient aspects of the 
acoustic recordings. Comparing the acoustic properties of soundscapes is not meant to be an 
exhaustive assessment, but rather an initial analysis to understand some of the dynamics of acoustic 
environments and guide subsequent analysis for more targeted assessments. The resulting product 
forms the proposed soundscape code, which provides a framework for comparing soundscape 
properties across space and time utilizing metrics that capture spectral and temporal properties of 
acoustic environments; characterizing acoustic environments in terms of spatial, spectral, and 
temporal acoustic properties directly relates to the ISO 18405 definition of a soundscape. 
 
 





Amplitude Can be conceptualized as the “loudness” of an 
environment. Describes the effective sound 
pressure levels across time.  
SPLrms, SPLpk 
Impulsiveness Impulses are characterized as being broadband, 
short duration, high peak sound pressure, and 
rapid rise times. Impulsiveness of a soundscape 
would describe the presence and magnitude of 





Periodicity Describes the repetitive nature of sounds in the 
soundscape. The timescale of the periodic activity 
is an important factor here; pulsed signals with 
short inter-pulse-intervals like  seismic surveys, 
pile driving, and pulsed minke whale 
vocalizations are periodic; repeating acoustic 
events like dawn or evening chorus are also 




Uniformity Describes the diversity of a system. In an acoustic 
context: to what degree are all the sounds similar 
or different across time? 





Acoustics has been described as the science behind the generation, transmission, and 
reception of vibrational energy waves in matter. An elastic restoring force that results from a 
displacement of molecules of a medium enables matter to move in oscillatory vibrations, which 
thereby generate and transmit acoustic waves (Kinsler et al., 1999). These acoustic waves 
propagate through compressible mediums like air or water, and can be measured by considering 
the increase or decrease in pressure observed as the soundwave moves through the medium. To 
characterize sound, the amplitude of corresponding sound waves is considered. Amplitudes of 
sound waves represented by the sound pressure are relevant in all ocean sound studies and are the 
closest link to raw data utilized by researchers. The sound pressure level (SPL), reported in 
logarithmic decibel (dB) units relative to a reference pressure of 1 Pa, is the most common 
amplitude metric reported in ocean sound studies. The root-mean-square (rms) SPL captures the 
average pressure level of the corresponding environment over a specified time period (SPLrms). 
While still susceptible to upward bias from loud, intermittent sounds, SPLrms is the most ubiquitous 



















where Pref is reference pressure, p(t) is the instantaneous pressure at time (t), and T is the analysis 
window duration (Madsen 2005, Thompson et al. 2013, Merchant et al. 2015). SPLrms, however, 
does not capture all the important amplitude information of a soundscape such as maximum sound 
pressure levels (SPLpk), the sound floor (quietest periods in a soundscape), or sound exposure level 
(SEL), which quantifies a receiver’s exposure to acoustic energy. The SPLpk has added value as 
an amplitude metric, as it is also a relevant measure in determining the risk of physical damage in 
auditory systems (Coles et al., 1968) (Equation 2). 
 
 







Because the SPLpk and SPLrms metrics were identified from previously published work as 
well-established and effective measures of the amplitude of sound pressure, they were selected for 
use in the soundscape code without further analysis (Madsen, 2005; Merchant et al., 2015; 
Thompson et al., 2013). SEL was initially considered for use in the soundscape code, but because 
SEL typically relates to sound exposure in terms of acoustic impact, which was not a focus of this 
work, it was not pursued as a candidate metric.   
Impulsiveness 
Impulsive signals are defined qualitatively as signals that are short duration, have rapid rise 
times, and high sound levels (NIOSH, 1998; NMFS 2018). Impulsiveness of a soundscape 
describes the content of impulsive signals in a soundscape and is an important soundscape property 
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to consider for many reasons. A plethora of sound sources including fin whales (Balaenoptera 
physalus) and seismic surveys produce pulsed acoustic signatures which means it is possible the 
impulsiveness of a soundscape could be used as an indication of presence of pulsed acoustic 
sources. Impulsive sounds can potentially have physiological impacts on fish (Casper, Halvorsen, 
et al., 2013; Casper, Smith, et al., 2013; Halvorsen, Casper, Matthews, et al., 2012; Halvorsen, 
Casper, Woodley, et al., 2012), and marine mammals (Kastelein et al., 2015; Lucke et al., 2009; 
Southall et al., 2019), so it is also a valuable property to consider from a regulatory perspective as 
well as a physical characteristic.  Although regulations lack quantitative definitions regarding the 
difference between impulsive and non-impulsive sounds, several metrics for quantifying 
impulsiveness have been suggested including kurtosis, crest factor and Harris impulse factor 
(Erdreich, 1986; Kastelein et al., 2017; Starck & Pekkarinen, 1987, Southall et al., 2007). All three 
were initially considered candidate metrics to represent impulsiveness in the soundscape code, but 
Harris impulse factor was removed from consideration due to constraints in the narrow range of 
the metric and the resulting implications for future use in comparative analysis. Furthermore, 
Harris impulsive factor is insensitive to the repetition rate of impulsive signals  (Martin et al., 
2020), which is an important property that needs to be considered when analyzing the 
impulsiveness of a soundscape.  
The crest factor is defined as the difference, in dB, between the SPLpk and the time averaged 
sound pressure level. It describes the ratio of the SPLpk relative to the effective pressure level 
(Equation 3): 
𝐶𝐹 = 𝑆𝑃𝐿𝑝𝑘 −  𝑆𝑃𝐿𝑟𝑚𝑠  (3) 
This metric has been used in predicting auditory injury in industrial workers by utilizing 
A-weighted sound levels where a crest factor value of 15 dB or greater indicated dangerous 
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impulse noises (Starck & Pekkarinen, 1987). The crest factor using a 10 minute analysis window 
of a 1-minue long sinusoidal signal in Gaussian noise 12 dB above the noise is also 15 (Martin et 
al., 2020), so this threshold is clearly not adequate for use in assessing impulses in ocean sound  
Kurtosis describes the shape of a probability distribution and is a measure of the weight of 
the tails of the probability distribution of a real valued random variable. Kurtosis is defined below 
for the pressure time series 𝑝(𝑡) as (Equations 4-6): 
𝐾𝑢𝑟𝑡𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑠 =  
𝜇4
𝜇2
2  (4) 
𝜇2 =  
1
𝑡2−𝑡1
∫ [ 𝑝(𝑡) − ?̅? ]2
𝑡2
𝑡1
  (5) 
𝜇4 =  
1
𝑡2−𝑡1
∫ [ 𝑝(𝑡) − ?̅? ]4
𝑡2
𝑡1
  (6) 
 
where ?̅? is the mean pressure.  Proposed as an indicator of the impulsiveness of sounds by Erdreich 
(1986) for noise exposures with equal spectral energy, permanent threshold shift (PTS) was found 
to increase with kurtosis up to a value of 40 (Qiu et al., 2013); this value of 40 now represents the 
threshold above which signals are considered impulsive. In comparison, Gaussian-distributed 
random noise produces kurtosis values of 3.  Time series with strong sinusoidal signals have a 
kurtosis in the range of 0-3, and time series with transients produce kurtosis values above 3 (Martin 
et al., 2020). 
Periodicity  
In acoustics, periodicities typically refer to repetitive temporal variation in acoustic events, 
like the diel trends of chorusing fish. The term periodicity is inherently general; periodicity can 
refer to a pattern that repeats over the course of a year, month, day, hour, or second.  Seismic 
airgun signals (Greene and Richardson 1988; Richardson 2013), echolocation clicks (Clarke et al., 
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2019), pulsed fish or whale vocalizations, and even the rhythmic rasping of the California spiny 
lobster (Patek et al., 2009) are examples of real-world signals that are periodic. Because much of 
this rhythmic acoustic variability observed in a soundscape can be attributed to some natural or 
human acoustic event, most studies refer to some type of important or revealing periodicity. 
Sounds characterized by diverse frequency ranges and pulse repetition rates (periodicities) were 
used to suggest the presence of multiple acoustically active fish species at two shallow hard-bottom 
sites in the Adriatic Sea (Pieretti et al., 2017). Studies have shown that some pelagic post-larval 
reef fishes and crustaceans use underwater sound as an orientation cue (Tolimieri et al., 2000; Leis 
et al., 2002); characterizing temporal patterns in marine soundscapes is critical in developing the 
understanding of a variety of events, including acoustic cues available to pelagic larvae 
(Staaterman et al., 2014; Bertucci et al., 2015). The proposed soundscape code focuses on 
periodicities that 1) impose physical characteristics to a soundscape over short time periods, 2) 
occur on time scales of less than a minute, and 3) can be captured by metrics calculated over a 
single minute of acoustic data.  A metric for capturing larger scale periodicity related to diel, 
season, or annual cycles was not explored in this project but could be assessed using a time series 
of the individual soundscape code parameters. To my knowledge no metric designed specifically 
for quantifying the content of periodic signals in an acoustic environment exists, so metrics from 
other fields were repurposed as candidates to represent the periodicity property in the soundscape 
code. 
Cepstrum was first proposed as a tool for analyzing periodic seismological data (Bogert et 
al., 1963), where the arrival of various waves and phases could be considered as distorted echoes. 
Cepstrum is not widely used in marine soundscape studies, but has been used with efficacy in a 
variety of mechanical analyses, and is considered underutilized by those that use it (Randall, 2017). 
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Cepstrum treats the log spectrum of a time series as a waveform, and the spectrum of this log 
spectrum produces peaks when the original waveform contains echoes, or periodic components 
(Oppenheim & Schafer, 2004).  Cepstrum is calculated by taking the real part of the inverse 
discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the logarithm of the magnitude of the DFT of the signal 
(Equation 7): 
 
𝐶𝑒𝑝𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑚 = 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙(𝐼𝐹𝐹𝑇(𝑙𝑜𝑔|𝐹𝐹𝑇(𝑝(𝑡))|))  (7) 
where pts is the pressure time series.  
Inspired by Martin et al. (2019), time lagged autocorrelation used to highlight periodicities in 
acoustic data was considered as a periodicity metric candidate within the present study. Using an 
averaged pressure time series, the peaks above a selected threshold in autocorrelation plots can be 
counted and used as proxies for periodicity in a soundscape. Two averaging windows were 
assessed within this study to determine the best fit for the soundscape code: 1.0 second mean 
square (MS) sound pressure averages, and 0.1 second MS sound pressure averages. These nuanced 
autocorrelation metrics are referred to as “acorr2” (1.0 second average), and “acorr3” (0.1 second 
average). For all periodicity metrics, the number of peaks in respective outputs that surpass the 
periodicity threshold are referred to in this study as “peaks-per-minute” (ppm). 
 
Uniformity 
Soundscape uniformity is the degree to which the signals change over time in terms of 
temporal and frequency attributes of the soundscape. It answers the question “to what degree are 
the soundscapes similar or different?” and describes the dynamic nature of a given soundscape.  
The inclusion of the uniformity property in the soundscape code was motivated by the widespread 
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interest in biodiversity, and the use of passive acoustic monitoring techniques to study biodiversity 
remotely (Peet, 1974; Pimm & Lawton, 1998; Sueur et al., 2014).  A suite of quantitative indices 
has been developed and geared towards quantifying different properties of acoustic environments: 
Acoustic Complexity Index (ACI), Acoustic Entropy Index (H), Acoustic Dissimilarity Index (D), 
and Acoustic Richness (AR). These indices have been widely used in terrestrial acoustic studies 
to measure biodiversity and species richness (Pieretti et al., 2011, 2017; Sueur et al., 2008, 2014). 
Because the acoustic biodiversity indices quantify biodiversity by considering pressure 
fluctuations in time and frequency domains (Sueur et al., 2008), they were repurposed as measures 
of acoustic uniformity.  By including a measure that can potentially reflect biodiversity as well as 
general acoustic diversity or variability, the uniformity property becomes a valuable component 
of the soundscape code.  
For the Acoustic Dissimilarity Index (D), Sueur et al. (2008) utilized a measure that 
estimated the compositional dissimilarity between two communities. Within this thesis, it is 
applied to two consecutive acoustic recording periods in an effort to capture the acoustic 
differences and measure the acoustic uniformity. The amplitude envelope is given by the absolute 
value of the analytic signal ζ(t), which is defined as (Equation 8) 
 
𝜁(𝑡) = 𝑝(𝑡) + 𝑖𝑝𝐻(𝑡)  (8) 
 
where:  𝑖 =  √−1 , and 𝑝𝐻(𝑡) is the Hilbert transform of the real valued signal p(t). Probability 
mass functions (PMF) give the probability that a discrete, random variable is exactly equal to some 
value, and the PMF of the amplitude envelope A(t) and PMF of the mean spectrum S(f) is given 




𝐴(𝑡) =  
|𝜁(𝑡)|
∑ |𝜁(𝑡)|𝑛𝑡=1
  (9) 
𝑆(𝑓) =  
|𝑠(𝑓̅̅ ̅̅̅)|
∑ |𝑠(𝑓̅̅ ̅̅̅|𝑛𝑡=1
  (10) 
 
and is used to quantify envelope dissimilarity where 𝑠(𝑓̅̅̅̅̅) is the mean spectrum. Envelope 
dissimilarity is estimated between two signals by computing the difference between their envelope 
PMFs. (Equations 11 & 12): 
 
𝐷𝑡 =  
1
2
∑ | 𝐴1(𝑡) −  𝐴2(𝑡)|
𝑛
𝑡=1   (11) 
𝐷𝑓 =  
1
2
∑ |𝑆1(𝑓) −  𝑆2(𝑓)|
𝑛
𝑡=1   (12) 
 
where A(t) is the PMF of the amplitude envelope and S(f) is PMF of the mean spectrum. 
Dissimilarity Index (D) is the product of the temporal dissimilarity (𝐷𝑡) and spectral 
dissimilarity(𝐷𝑓):  
𝐷 =  𝐷𝑡 ×  𝐷𝑓  (13) 
 
The D index is a between-group (β) index originally developed to measure differences among 
communities. In the context of this study, the D index will be used to quantify differences in the 
soundscape across time by calculating it over consecutive acoustic recording periods.  
The Entropy Index (H) has been used as a proxy for biodiversity in the marine environment 
with mixed results (Harris et al., 2016; Parks et al., 2014). Harris et al. (2016) found that H values 
exhibited a dependence on the size of the FFT window, and at a FFT window length of 512 points 
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showed little correlation to typical diversity measures, but correlation increased with spectral 
resolution. Parks et al. (2014) had to remove noise from a seismic survey before finding a 
significant connection between the H index and sampled biodiversity. H-index (Equation 16) is 
the product of the spectral (𝐻𝑓)  and temporal (𝐻𝑡) entropies (Equations 14 & 15):  
 
𝐻𝑡 =  − ∑ 𝐴(𝑡) ×  𝑙𝑜𝑔2(𝐴(𝑡)) ×  𝑙𝑜𝑔2(𝑛)
−1𝑛
𝑡=1 , 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝐻𝑡𝜖[0,1]  (14) 
𝐻𝑓 =  − ∑ 𝑆(𝑓) ×  𝑙𝑜𝑔2(𝑆(𝑓)) × 𝑙𝑜𝑔2(𝑁)
−1𝑛
𝑡=1 , 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝐻𝑓𝜖[0,1]  (15) 
𝐻 =  𝐻𝑡 ×  𝐻𝑓  (16) 
 
where A(t) is the PMF of the amplitude envelope, and S(f) is the PMF of the mean spectrum.  H is 
0 for a single pure tone, increases with frequency bands and amplitude modulations, and 
approaches 1 for random noise. Because H-index was designed to increase with signal diversity in 
time and frequency, it was repurposed in this study to represent acoustic uniformity, which shares 





Research Goal and Objectives 
This project was broken into two phases: 1) development of the soundscape code and 2) 
application of the soundscape code to novel soundscape analysis. In the first phase, data from 
seven unique soundscapes were used as a training dataset to determine which metric best 
represented the corresponding soundscape code property (Chapter 2). In the second phase of the 
project, the soundscape code, having been populated with optimal metrics, was applied to four 
deep sea environments located offshore of several US southeastern states, and one shallow, tropical 
coral reef environment (Chapter 3).  
Goal: 
Develop and apply a quantitative method of analyzing, visualizing, and comparing underwater 
acoustic environments across habitat types.  
 
Objectives: 
1) Determine the optimal suite of metrics that comprehensively capture the salient 
properties of a marine soundscape 
2) Compare and contrast five soundscapes corresponding to habitats varying in 
depth and coral content 
 
The developed soundscape code was applied to datasets collected from two deep sea coral 
sites, two deep sea sites featuring sandy bottoms, and one tropical, shallow reef environment. Deep 
sea soundscapes are relatively unexplored, and this research offers valuable contributions to 
scientists seeking to understand the nature of marine life, and overall marine dynamics in deep sea 
ecosystems.   
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CHAPTER 2: The Soundscape Code 
Development of the soundscape code relied on literature to identify candidate metrics for 
consideration. Seven previously analyzed passive acoustic datasets that contained known signals 
were used to test the performance of the candidate metrics. An optimal combination of metrics is 
one that most accurately and succinctly captures salient soundscape properties and allows for 
comparisons and monitoring. Once metric responses to the seven unique soundscapes were 
analyzed, and optimal metrics were identified, soundscape codes for each of the seven datasets 
were generated to demonstrate how the optimal metrics could be used to assess the respective 
soundscapes (Wilford et al., 2021).  
Methodologies 
 The datasets used to assess the performance of the candidate metrics for use in the 
soundscape code were selected from a pool of passive acoustic data that had already been analyzed, 
and in some cases, used in publications (Martin et al. 2017; Martin et al. 2019; Martin and Barclay, 
2019; Martin et al. 2020). Soundscape code datasets were picked based on previous knowledge of 
activity in the soundscape region. Passive acoustic recordings were converted to pressure, and then 
metrics were calculated over each pressure time series.  
Soundscape Code Data Sets 
Each soundscape code dataset was collected using Autonomous Multi-channel Acoustic 
Recorders (AMAR, JASCO Applied Sciences) that sampled at a variety of sample rates and 
durations (Table 3). Recorders were deployed intermittently between 2012 and 2016 at the seven 
different locations. 
Table 3: Soundscape code data set information 




















































41.2 -71.6 42 64 270 continuous 
 
Recordings from these sites were chosen for specific acoustic events captured in the 
recordings. While the sites may not all be unique in their location, the acoustic content of their 
recordings was unique; GB5 is about 70 km from GB4v35 and GB4v0, and while the latter two 
share the same site location designation, the datasets were recorded weeks apart. The seven data 
sets contain a variety of human-generated, natural biologic, and natural abiotic sounds including 
sounds from a seismic survey, impact pile driving, vessel passages, ice calving and icebergs, fin 
(Balaenoptera physalus) and humpback whale (Megaptera novaeangliae) vocalizations, northern 
bottlenose whale (Hyperoodon ampullatus) and common dolphin (Delphinus delphis) whistles and 
echolocation clicks, and shallow-water reef sounds including snapping shrimp, and fish grunts 
(Figure 4). The biological sounds present in the data sets are representative of the diversity of 




Figure 4 Signals detected at designated soundscape code dataset sites A) Ice sounds, B) seismic survey, C) humpback 
and fin whale vocalization, D) impact pile driving, E) northern bottlenose whale and common dolphin vocalizations 
in quiet soundscape, F) fin whale vocalizations, G) reef sounds. 
Data processing 
Five frequency bands were selected for soundscape code analysis: 1) 10–100 Hz (Low), 2) 
100–1000 Hz (Mid), 3) 1–10 kHz (High), 4) 10 kHz and above (Ultra-High), and 5) 10 Hz and 
above (broadband; BB). Data was filtered using a custom digital filter that operates like a gate 
function and makes all values outside of the pass bands 0. These frequency bands were chosen 
because the dominant frequencies of many signals can be isolated into a single soundscape code 
frequency band. Data from Biogull East (BGE) was low pass filtered with a passband out to 32 
kHz to provide a uniform analysis in the Ultra-High band across Melville Bay (MB), Great Barrier 
Reef (GBR), Orsted (OR), and BGE. Sample rate restrictions precluded analysis of the Ultra-High 
band at the Grand Banks sites (GB4v0, GB4v35, GB5). The high band at GB5 was included, even 
though the data could only be resolved up to 8 kHz due to the sample rate at this site (16 kHz) 
(Table 2).   
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The metrics assessed for the soundscape code were calculated over one-minute time 
windows. The one-minute time window is a standard time length in soundscape analysis and 
corresponds with the human auditory experience (Ainslie et al., 2018). All FFTs performed in 
calculating soundscape code metrics used 1-second time windows. Acorr2, acorr3, SPLrms, SPLpk, 
kurtosis, crest factor, D-index, and H-index were calculated using custom code written in 
MATLAB (The Mathworks Inc, Natick MA). The median and central 95th percentage (C95) of 
each metric were analyzed and reported for each site.  The 95% confidence interval was initially 
proposed as the measure of variability, but because the metric values are not all normally 
distributed, the size of the interval between the 2.5 and 97.5 percentile is more accurately referred 
to as the C95.  A color coding scheme was adopted to aid in visual interpretation of the soundscape 
code results whereby the metric range across all sites of individual metric medians and C95s was 
divided into four quarters, and the cells of the soundscape code were colored based on quarter. For 
example, the range of the broadband kurtosis medians across all sites (3 - 215) was divided into 
four quarters, and then the individual cells kurtosis category of the soundscape code were colored 
accordingly. The current color-coding scheme is weighted to the specific soundscapes analyzed in 
this particular study and standard soundscape code metric levels need to be developed for color 
coding of soundscape codes universally. The color coding process was applied to all medians and 
C95s for all frequency bands.  
Cepstrum was calculated over averaged pressure time series using a built-in MATLAB 
function rceps. However, the output of cepstrum needed to be further quantified for use in the 
soundscape code. To do this, a threshold set at 𝑐(𝑛)  =  0.1 was chosen, and any peaks above this 
threshold were used as proxies for periodicities with the number of peaks per 1-minute cepstrum 
counted and reported in the soundscape code. A similar method was adopted for the autocorrelation 
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metrics (acorr2 and acorr3): minimum peak prominence of 𝜌𝑦𝑦(𝑡, 𝑡 +  𝜏) =  0.5 was set in the 
MATLAB function findpeaks, and any autocorrelation coefficient peaks in the 1-minute time 
window above this threshold were counted (ppm). The threshold for the autocorrelation functions 
was identified after rigorous analysis of outputs showed it filtered out false peaks from noise but 
correctly characterized periodicities. Due to the increased variability at extreme lags, only 45 
(75%) lags were considered for acorr2, and 420 lags (70%) for acorr3.  
 
Metric response analysis 
The SPLpk and SPLrms metrics have been well-studied as quantitative metrics of amplitude 
(Madsen, 2005; Merchant et al., 2015; Thompson et al., 2013) and further comparison was not 
deemed necessary. A qualitative analysis was performed to determine the optimal representative 
metric for the remaining three soundscape properties in the soundscape code. Visual analysis of 
spectrograms and waveforms, coupled with knowledge of the sound sources present at each site, 
helped to form a priori expectations for the candidate soundscape metrics (Figure 5). Metric 
statistics were compared against a priori expectations, identifying which metrics produced the 




Figure 5 A priori metric response expectations for each data set. Expectations formed criteria to compare metrics and 
inform the metric selection. Green-Yellow-Red coloration represents relative expected metric response level where 
green indicates a low property level, yellow indicates a mid-level, and red indicates high-level responses. Low-level 
responses for the uniformity category indicate a highly uniform acoustic environment, and high level responses 
indicate a lack of uniformity. Corresponding soundscape code frequency band is indicated by BB, L, M, H, UH. 
A series of qualitative comparisons (Table 4) were used to inform the determination of 
which metric was optimal for each property. The qualitative comparisons shown in Table 4 do not 
represent an exhaustive review of the analysis completed using the soundscape code datasets, but 
rather represent the comparisons that produced definitive results in the analysis. Because amplitude 
metrics were already chosen, they are not featured among the list of comparisons.
BB L M H UH BB L M H UH BB L M H UH BB L M H UH
Melville Bay Random impulsive events 
Biogully East
Quiet environment with intermittent 
vocalizing biology 
Grand Banks 4v0
Periodic and impulsive seismic survey 
sounds
Grand Banks 4v35
LF pulsed biological sounds (fin 
whale), ships passage, elevated sound 
levels from high wind
Grand Banks 5
LF pulsed biological sounds (fin and 
minke whale), ships passage, elevated 
sound levels from high wind
Great Barrier Reef
Impulsive in higher frequency bands 
from snapping shrimp; urchin sounds, 
LF fish grunts, highly uniform 
Orsted (Block Island)
High sound level, chaotic, and dynamic 
environment 
Uniformity






















The entirety of the recording 
was considered in this test. 
Intermittent levels of 
impulsiveness in frequency 
bands associated with the ice 
noise (Low, Mid, decaying in 
High) 
Kurtosis outperformed crest factor by 
indicating frequency of dominant signals 






Fin whale Two consecutive 10-minute 
time windows were 
considered. 1)  contains two 
full and one partial fin whale 
pulse train. 2)  contains no 
pulse trains. 
High levels of impulsiveness 
in the low band in the first 10-
min time windows. 
Kurtosis outperformed crest factor by 
indicating frequency of dominant signals 









Two 10-minute time 
windows were considered: 1) 
sounds from distant seismic, 
2) sounds from close 
proximity seismic. 
High levels of impulsiveness 
in only the low, mid and high 
bands. Clear increases in 
metric value in second time 
window. 
Kurtosis outperformed crest factor. 
Kurtosis results indicated frequency of 
dominant signals of seismic survey signals 
and highlighted the difference in strength 








Identical subsets used in I3 Indication of weaker 
periodicities in time windows 
1 and stronger periodicities in 
the time window 2. 
Cepstrum and acorr3 outperformed acorr2 
and accurately reported decreased 
periodicity of signals contained in second 






Fin whale Identical subsets used in I1 More peaks in time window 1 
than in the time window 2.  
All three periodicity metrics performed 
similarly and accurately report increased 





Pile Driving Two 10 minute time window 
were considered: 1) periods 
of intense and repetitive pile 
driving sounds, 2) no pile 
driving 
Expectations Identical to 
those in P2. 
All three periodicity metrics performed 
similarly and accurately report decreased 









Two full recordings. Metrics 
must reflect acoustic 
uniformity within site and 
between sites. 
Reflect sporadic nature of ice 
sounds and consistent nature 
of BGE 
D-index outperformed H-index and 
accurately contrasted acoustic uniformity 








Two entire recordings were 
considered for U2. Methods 
utilized in U2 identical to U1. 
Indicate different “phases” of 
acoustic activity at OR.  
Range measure of the D-index provided an 





To add statistical rigor to the metric analyses and further explore how metric values could 
be used to distinguish or draw comparisons among sites, multiple comparisons tests (MCTs) using 
the Dunn method for Joint ranking (Dunn, 1964) were carried out using JMP ProTM 14.0.0 for 
every soundscape code (SSC) frequency band.  The MCTs identified groupings among the SSC 
metrics that were then connected back to the respective sites and were used to create connected 
letters plots which highlighted the resultant groupings. The groupings were compared to a priori 
metric expectations formed by an understanding of the characteristics of the sounds contained in 
the soundscapes. Comparing the groupings to the expectations allowed us to see if the metrics 
from soundscapes with different characteristics came from statistically different populations. 
Impulsiveness metrics, for example, were expected to have different distributions among sites that 
had substantially different impulsiveness characteristics.  
Soundscape Code results 
Results from a series of comparisons that led to the final choice of metrics are presented 
on a property-by-property basis. Results from several of the qualitative comparisons outlined in 
Table 4 are presented to highlight the responses that guided the metric selection. Metric 
comparisons were conducted for impulsiveness, periodicity, and uniformity properties. Calculated 
metric time series were compared to spectrograms, pressure waveforms, and a priori expectations 
to guide final metric selection. 
Impulsiveness 
Both kurtosis and crest factor were generally found to accurately report the presence of 
impulsive signals. The superiority of kurtosis in indicating the presence of impulsive signals was 
suggested in qualitative comparison I1, which featured sound from only one dominant sound 
source: ice. Spectrograms showed that ice cracks, groans, and rumbling acoustic activity 





cracks exist in the dataset (Figure 4 A). Impulsive metrics were expected to reflect the presence of 
impulsive signals in mostly BB, Low, or Mid soundscape code bands. Kurtosis reported many 
values exceeding the impulsive threshold in the BB, Low, and Mid soundscape code frequency 
bands indicating considerable impulsive acoustic activity in the expected frequency bands (Figure 
6). Crest factor values, on the other hand, indicated little difference among the values 
corresponding to the different frequency bands.  
 
 
Figure 6 Impulsiveness comparison 1 (I1) results. Wherein the boxplots red horizontal line indicates median value, 
outer edges of boxes represent 25th and 75th percentiles, whiskers mark the boundary that contains approximately 99% 
of data values, and the red points are outliers.   
Based on spectrogram analysis and an analysis of the sound pressure levels at MB, it was 
understood that while potentially impulsive events occurred frequently throughout the recording, 
a handful of high intensity events dominated the soundscape. It was expected that the impulse 
metrics would reflect the sporadic and intermittent nature of the ice cracks in boxplots of 





by indicating a wide range of kurtosis values that accurately captured the sporadic nature of the 
ice sounds. While crest factor reflected the presence of impulsive signals, it reported very little 
distinction between the soundscape code frequency bands, and indicated an abundance of 
impulsive signals in the High and Ultra-High bands when only sporadic impulsive signals were 
understood to occur in these bands.  
At GB4v35, where the 20 Hz pulsed vocalizations formed the basis for the second 
qualitative comparison I2, kurtosis values indicated the presence of impulsive signals in the Low 
band for minutes 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11 which corresponded closely to the minutes containing 
pulsed fin whale vocalizations. Mid and High band kurtosis maintained values of 3 for the duration 
of qualitative comparison I2. Crest factor peaks also aligned with the pulse trains, but unlike 
kurtosis, crest factor impulse detections were identified in all soundscape code frequency bands, 
and for every minute but the 8th. The crest factor values in the Mid, High, and Ultra-High 
soundscape code bands did not align with content visualized in the spectrograms or a priori 
expectations made based on the knowledge that the dominant sound source at this site was fin 
whales. However, 3-10 dB re 1 µPa fluctuations in the 1-second SPLpk in the Ultra-High band 
were detected, which could indicate the presence of an impulsive sound and justify the higher than 






Figure 7 Impulsiveness comparison I2 results. 1-second SPLpk plot shows pulsed nature of the fin whale vocalizations 
and the 1-minute metric time series report the response of kurtosis and crest factor metrics. Horizontal red line shows 
the impulsiveness threshold for each impulse metric. Values above this threshold indicate the presence of impulsive 
signals. 
 
Ten-minute boxplots were used to explore how the metric values changed over time at 
GB4v35 (Figure 8). Crest factor (Figure 8 right) remained high during the period of ship noise (box 
10-11), so it was difficult to deduce from the crest factor values that a ship had contributed 
significantly to the soundscape by masking the pulsed fin whale signals.  In contrast, kurtosis 
values (Figure 8 left) dropped quickly after the introduction of vessel noise to the soundscape (box 
10-11), and values only increased after the vessel noise had subsided and the soundscape returned 
to being dominated by the pulsed signals of the fin whales (boxes 14-21). Kurtosis also only 
showed a slightly elevated response to a different fin whale chorus that corresponds roughly to 
boxes 22-3. Crest factor indicated little difference between the impulsiveness of the two different 






Figure 8 Boxplots of kurtosis (left) and crest factor (right) values at GB4v35. Each box represents the range of metric 
values in a 10-minute time window comprised of metrics calculated over 1-minute time windows (each boxplot 
contains 10 metrics values). Circled dots intersecting boxes indicate median values, thick boxes indicate 25th and 75th 
percentile range, skinny lines indicate range of 99% of data, and blue circles indicate outliers. 
 
Qualitative comparison I3 which contained signals from a seismic survey (Figure 4 C) 
yielded similar results in terms of the performance of the two impulsiveness metrics. Ultimately, 
both metrics adequately reported the nature of the impulsive seismic survey signals, but kurtosis 






Figure 9 Impulsiveness comparison 3 (I3) results. 1-second SPLpk plot shows pulsed acoustic signature of the seismic 
survey and the 1-minute metric time series report the response of kurtosis and crest factor metrics. Horizontal red line 
shows the impulsiveness threshold for each impulse metric. Values above this threshold indicate the presence of 
impulsive signals. 
 
10-minute boxplots of both crest factor and kurtosis values adequately reflected the nature 
of the impulsive signals in the GB4v0 soundscape (Figure 10). However, kurtosis boxplots at 
GB4v0 highlighted the difference in seismic survey signals as the survey vessel approached, 
passed over the hydrophone, and departed. Crest factor, on the other hand, indicated little 






Figure 10 Boxplots of kurtosis (left) and crest factor (right) values at GB4v0. Each box represents the range of metric 
values in a 10-minute time window comprised of metrics calculated over 1-minute time windows (each boxplot 
contains 10 metrics values). Circled dots intersecting boxes indicate median values, thick boxes indicate 25th and 75th 
percentile range, skinny lines indicate range of 99% of data, and blue circles indicate outliers. 
 
Periodicity 
Periodicity metrics all reflected aspects of the periodic nature of each of the soundscapes, 
and differences in metric responses were typically nuanced (Figure 11). Acorr3 results suggested 
it was more closely linked to the periodic nature of the soundscapes, and also that it was more 






Figure 11  Broadband periodicity metric candidate results for all soundscape code datasets. Values represent peaks-
per-minute as reported by periodicity metrics. Red horizontal line indicates median value, outer edges of boxes 
represent 25th and 75th percentiles, whiskers mark the boundary that contains approximately 99% of data values, and 
the red points are outliers.   
  
In comparison P1, subsets of the GB4v35 dataset contained unequal numbers of fin whale 
pulsed vocalizations, and this disparity was used to compare the responses of the periodicity 
measures. Metrics were expected to report more peaks in time window 1, which contained far more 
of the 20 Hz periodic fin whale vocalizations (Figure 12). Cepstrum reported 27 fewer peaks across 
frequency bands in time window 2 compared to window 1, while acorr3 reported 11 fewer peaks. 






Figure 12 Qualitative comparison (P1) results. Frequency filtered 1-second SPLpk for time window 1 (left) and time 
window 2 (right). Range of periodicity candidate metric values (ppm) corresponding to the two time windows for 
cepstrum, acorr2, and acorr3. Red horizontal line indicates median value, outer edges of boxes represent 25th and 75th 
percentiles, whiskers mark the boundary that contains approximately 99% of data values, and the red points are 
outliers. 
 
 Time series analysis using 10-minute boxplots over the entirety of the GB4v35 dataset 
similar to the analysis presented in Figure 8 showed two main differences: 1) Acorr2 reported 
more peaks per minute than acorr3 in the High band for 69% of the minutes analyzed (n = 353). 
2) Both acorr2 and acorr3 were highly consistent during the second period of fin whale 






Figure 13 Boxplots of cepstrum (left), acorr2 (middle), and acorr3 (right) values at GB4v35. Each box represents the 
range of metric values in a 10-minute time window comprised of metrics calculated over 1-minute time windows 
(each boxplot contains 10 metrics values). Circled dots intersecting boxes indicate median values, thick boxes indicate 
25th and 75th percentile range, skinny lines indicate range of 99% of data, and the blue circles indicate outliers. 
 
Qualitative comparisons (P2) and (P3) yielded results that were less conclusive than (P1). 
Comparison P2 utilized sounds from a seismic survey (Figure 4 C), and metrics were expected to 
report an increase in peaks-per-minute from time window 1 to time window 2. Time window 1 
captured distant seismic survey signals, while time window 2 captured close proximity signals that 
were louder and had more consistent repetition. All metrics reported more peaks-per-minute across 







Figure 14 Qualitative comparison P2 Frequency filtered 1-second SPLpk for time window 1 (left) and time window 2 
(right). Range of periodicity candidate metric values (ppm) corresponding to the two time windows for cepstrum, 
acorr2, and acorr3. Red horizontal line indicates median value, outer edges of boxes represent 25th and 75th percentiles, 
whiskers mark the boundary that contains approximately 99% of data values, and the red points are outliers. 
 
Comparison P3 utilized the sounds from an impact pile driving operation (Figure 4 G) and 
metrics were expected to report a decrease in peaks-per-minute from time window 1 to time 
window 2. Time window 1 featured intense pile driving sounds and time window 2 did not. The 
periodicity metrics in P3 reported a substantial decrease in peaks-per-minute across the two time 






Figure 15 Qualitative comparison (P3) results. Frequency filtered 1-second SPLpk for time window 1 (left) and time 
window 2 (right). Range of periodicity candidate metric values (ppm) corresponding to the two time windows for 
cepstrum, acorr2, and acorr3. Red horizontal line indicates median value, outer edges of boxes represent 25th and 75th 
percentiles, whiskers mark the boundary that contains approximately 99% of data values, and the red points are 
outliers. 
 
10-minute boxplots of periodicity metrics plotted over the duration of the datasets used in 
qualitative comparisons P2 and P3 did not indicate conclusive differences and all metrics 
responded appropriately to the different acoustic activity featured in the two datasets. 
Uniformity 
D-index values aligned with a priori expectations and outperformed the H-index in every 
qualitative analysis conducted using the soundscape code datasets. D-index values accurately 
captured the acoustic uniformity at all soundscape code datasets by indicating consistently high 
values at GB4v0 and OR, and the presence of high values in sites where dramatic changes in the 






Figure 16 Broadband uniformity metric values. Red horizontal line indicates median value, outer edges of boxes 
represent 25th and 75th percentiles, whiskers mark the boundary that contains approximately 99% of data values, and 
the red points are outliers.   
 
Comparisons of uniformity metric results drew on ice sounds from MB (Figure 4 A), pile 
driving and boat noise from OR (Figure 4 G), reef sounds from GBR (Figure 4 F), and sporadic 
echolocation and whistling activity from BGE (Figure 4 B) to determine which metric would 
represent soundscape uniformity in the soundscape code (Table 2). In qualitative comparison U1, 
uniformity candidate metrics were expected to reflect differences in acoustic uniformity across 
BGE and MB. Ice noise in lower frequency bands at MB produced a soundscape that was less 
acoustically uniform in frequencies under 1 kHz, while the vocalizations of the bottlenose whales 
at BGE decreased uniformity in the higher frequencies. At MB, the D-index values in the Low and 
Mid bands reflected the sporadic and random ice noise (Figure 17). Compared to BGE, D-index 
values accurately characterized MB as more variable in these bands. In the High and Ultra-High 





the acoustic activity of northern bottlenose. Disruption of acoustic uniformity from the northern 
bottlenose whales at BGE was reflected in time series analyses of D-index values and in the slightly 
increased range of BGE D-index values relative to MB D-index values. H-index also reflected the 
decreased uniformity at MB, but the dependence of this metric on a number of frequency bands 
made interpretation and comparison difficult, as H-index values increased from the Low to Ultra-
High soundscape code band regardless of acoustic uniformity. D-index soundscape code values in 
Figure 17 reflect the substantial disparity in acoustic uniformity between the two sites in both 
magnitude and variability of the index. In contrast, the slightly larger range of the H-index values 
corresponding to the MB Low band suggested only a slight disparity in acoustic uniformity 
between the two sites, and the magnitude of the index was not representative of the recording 
content.  
 
Figure 17 Qualitative comparison (U1) results showing the H-index values for BGE and MB sites and D-index values 
for BGE and MB sites wherein the boxplots’ red horizontal line indicates median value, outer edges of boxes represent 
25th and 75th percentiles, whiskers mark the boundary that contains approximately 99% of data values, and the red 





 Similar analysis carried out on data from the OR and GBR sites yielded slightly different 
results. In qualitative comparison U2, comparisons of respective uniformity metrics across the sites 
highlighted differences in acoustic uniformity. D-index values more clearly captured the disparity 
in acoustic uniformity between OR and GBR especially in the increased size of the boxplots of 
values at OR in the High and Ultra-High bands (Figure 18).  H-index values used to compare the 
acoustically distinct OR and GBR sites failed to reflect the acoustic disparity by producing almost 
identical soundscape code medians, with only slightly more variability of the 1-minute H-index 
values reported at OR. Similar to the H-index, the magnitudes of the D-index values at both OR 
and GBR were only slightly different. The variability measure of the D-index however did reflect 
the disparity in acoustic uniformity across OR and GBR. 
 
Figure 18 Uniformity comparison (U2) results showing the H-index and D-index values for OR and GBR sites wherein 
the boxplots’ red horizontal line indicates median value, outer edges of boxes represent 25th and 75th percentiles, 






When metric values were analyzed using 10-minute boxplots over the full OR recording, 
the increased range of the D-index (indicated by the increased size of the boxplots) suggests the 
D-index more effectively captured the dynamic nature of the soundscape, while the relatively 
consistent H-index values suggest little change in acoustic activity (Figure 19). The intuitive 
nature of the D-index, and much closer alignment to salient acoustic activity in the soundscapes of 
the soundscape code datasets than H-index, suggested D-index was the optimal metric to represent 
acoustic uniformity in the soundscape code. 
 
Figure 19 Boxplots of D-index (left) and H-index (right) values at OR. Each box represents the range of metric values 
in a 10-minute time window comprised of metrics calculated over 1-minute time windows (each boxplot contains 10 
metrics values). Circled dots intersecting boxes indicate median values, thick boxes indicate 25 th and 75th percentile 
range, skinny lines indicate range of 99% of data, and blue circles indicate outliers. 
Statistical Groupings of Metric Values 
MCTs using the rank sum method determined which SSC metrics came from different 
populations (sites), and results from the tests are presented in the form of connected letters plots. 





band basis which sites produce statistically different metrics. Respective to each site, metric values 
that are not significantly different are connected by identical letters.  
In key frequency bands, the uniquely impulsive soundscapes of MB, GBR, and GB4v0 
were all found to have kurtosis values that were significantly different than the sites where 
impulsive signals were either rare or only faint (Figure 20). 
 
Figure 20 MCT results for (top) kurtosis and (bottom) crest factor. Site designations appear in a column on the left of 
each panel. Identical letters indicate corresponding sites have metric values that are not significantly different. MCTs 
were performed on 1-minute metric values observing the soundscape code frequency bands. Color bars represent a 
priori expectations for metric levels where red represents a high-level, yellow represents a mid-level, and green 
represents a low-level response. 
 
Kurtosis was observed to outperform crest factor in the qualitative comparisons, and MCT 
results were slightly more favorable for kurtosis than crest factor. Kurtosis values distinguished 
between OR and the other mostly impulsive sites (GBR, MB, GB4v0), and between BGE and the 
other sites in key frequency bands, which led to the selection of kurtosis to represent impulsiveness 
in the soundscape code. Periodicity metrics failed to produce intuitive groupings of the sites in 
terms of periodic content, but acorr3 was the only metric that produced significantly different 






Figure 21 MCT results for (top) cepstrum, (middle) acorr2, and (bottom) acorr3. Site designations appear in a column 
on the left of each panel. Identical letters indicate corresponding sites have metric values that are not significantly 
different. MCTs were performed on 1-minute metric values observing the soundscape code frequency bands. Color 
bars represent a priori expectations for metric levels where red represents a high-level, yellow represents a mid-level, 
and green represents a low-level response. 
 
The characterization of MB as highly periodic by acorr3 is not an ideal response and 
indicates a problem with either the metric or the definition of periodicity in the project. In spite of 
less-than-ideal MCT results for acorr3, optimal performance in qualitative comparisons and other 
analyses made it the only viable choice, and acorr3 was selected as the metric to represent 
soundscape periodicity. MCT results for the D-index were both adequate and less than ideal, 






Figure 22 MCT results for (top) H-index and (bottom) D-index. Site designations appear in a column on the left of 
each panel. Identical letters indicate corresponding sites have metric values that are not significantly different. MCTs 
were performed on 1-minute metric values observing the soundscape code frequency bands. Color bars represent a 
priori expectations for metric levels where red represents a high-level, yellow represents a mid-level, and green 
represents a low-level response. 
Considering the far more intuitive nature of the D-index and consistently better 
performance relative to the H-index, D-index was chosen to represent acoustic uniformity in the 
soundscape code. 
Soundscape Code Discussion 
A collection of metrics was applied to a series of unique soundscapes to identify the optimal 
suite of metrics for capturing the salient soundscape characteristics, which ultimately enables quick 
and simple quantitative comparisons of soundscapes.  The final determination considered both the 
metric efficacy in quantifying the corresponding soundscape property, and how well the metric fit 
into the infrastructure of the soundscape code. SPLrms and SPLpk (amplitude), kurtosis 
(impulsiveness), D-index (uniformity), and acorr3 (periodicity) were determined to be the best 
metrics out of the candidate metrics for comparing soundscapes.  Soundscape codes comprised of 





environments (Figure 23).  Figure 23 represents what an initial soundscape assessment using the 
soundscape code methodology might look like; tabulated soundscape information across 
frequency bands and metrics offers an initial “glimpse” into a marine acoustic environment and 
highlights areas of interest for further targeted analysis. The soundscape code is proposed here as 
a first step in the direction of a standardized soundscape analysis methodology that will ultimately 
facilitate quantitative comparison and assessment of soundscapes and guide subsequent analysis.  
 
Figure 23 Soundscape code results for the seven soundscape code datasets: (A) MB, (B) OR, (C) BGE, (D) GBR, (E) 
GB4v35, (F) GB4v0, (G) GB5. Columns indicate the frequency band, and for each band the median (med) and 95% 
confidence intervals (C95) are reported.  Panel (H) reports the minimum and maximum soundscape code median 
values observed across all sites in corresponding frequency bands. Metrics represented in each row of the soundscape 
codes are from top to bottom: SPLrms, SPLpk, kurtosis, D-index Index, acorr3. The total range of the soundscape code 
medians and C95s presented in panel H was divided into quartiles (respectively), and the cell colors correspond to 
which quartile the value falls into from low (1/4) to high (4/4): blue (1/4), green (2/4), yellow (3/4), red (4/4). 
Traditionally, underwater soundscape studies focus mostly on quantifying fluctuations, 
central tendencies, or minimum/maximum observed levels of amplitude typically represented by 
sound pressure, intensity, or acoustic energy (Table 1). If metrics that quantify aspects of other 
soundscape properties are included in soundscape analysis, a more thorough assessment of 
soundscapes is possible. The soundscape properties outlined in (Table 2) were quantified by the 





of sound amplitude, impulsiveness and transient events, content of repetitive signals, and spectral 
and temporal variability. For example, in a comparison of the impulsiveness of the soundscape 
code datasets BGE, GB4v35, and GB5, impulsiveness metric values indicate they are the least 
impulsive sites of the seven (Figure 23 C, E, and G respectively). This observation was made 
quickly and demonstrates the ease with which one can compare and contrast different soundscapes 
when identical metrics are being compared. This assessment of across site impulsiveness can be 
taken a step further: The elevated C95 value in the Ultra-High (relative to BB, Low, Mid, and 
High) band at BGE indicates the presence of acoustically active northern bottlenose whales. At the 
same time, the median and C95 in the Low bands at GB4v35 and GB5 respectively indicate the 
presence of chorusing fin whales. Martin et al., (2020) showed that 1-min kurtosis values increased 
as the amplitude of simulated impulses increased, so the slightly elevated impulsiveness metric 
values at GB4v35 relative to GB5 could be a manifestation of the higher amplitude of the fin whale 
chorus at GB4v35, and this coincides with increased SPLpk values at this site. This example 
highlights how a combination of multidimensional metrics can be used congruently to understand 
a soundscape and how nuanced differences in the metrics can indicate significant differences in 
soundscape composition.  
The selection of acorr3 as the periodicity metric is a prime candidate for additional 
assessment and development within the soundscape code structure. It was noticed that acorr3 
produced false positives due to noise in the autocorrelation outputs. This was found with all of the 
candidate periodicity metrics, but in acorr3 it occurred at a much reduced and more manageable 
manner. In spite of the potential to falsely indicate the presence of periodicities, acorr3 best 
characterized the soundscape datasets in terms of periodicity, with the exception of MB where the 





The candidate metric for uniformity, the H-index, exhibited a strong dependence on the 
bandwidth of the signal being analyzed, which made within-site comparisons of the H-index across 
soundscape code frequency bands futile and would severely limit the utility of the uniformity 
metric in the soundscape code.  Furthermore, the observed behavior of the H-index in response to 
anthropogenic activity is similar to findings in Parks et al. (2014): anthropogenic sounds 
confounded the metric. At OR and GB4v0, the chaotic and variable sounds of a seismic survey 
and pile driving drove the H-index down, while the opposite was observed for the D-index. Ship 
noise at GB4v35 and GB5 had little effect on the H-index but drove D-index values down as 
biological signals from fin whales were masked. The D-index was found to more closely align 
with the real-world signals in the soundscape code datasets and consistently reflected the acoustic 
uniformity of known sound sources in proper frequency bands. D-index demonstrated a sensitivity 
that allowed it to highlight subtle differences in soundscape composition, and ultimately it was 
chosen as the metric to represent acoustic uniformity.  
Both impulsiveness metrics were closely tied to the content of impulsive signals in the 
soundscape, but kurtosis outperformed crest factor in meeting a priori expectations and produced 
values that made assessments of impulsiveness easier and quicker. The constrained range of 
possible crest factor values means the variability it produced when characterizing sites in terms of 
impulsiveness can be narrow and hard to interpret. The larger range of possible kurtosis values 
meant it could more dramatically reflect differences in transient or impulsive acoustic activity 
between sites, which makes rapid assessments more feasible and informative. Analysis of kurtosis 
time series to explain soundscape code metric values across properties led to a realization that time 
series analysis of the soundscape code metrics is also an informative method for exploring and 










CHAPTER 3: Soundscape comparison using the proposed methodology 
The second phase of this project focused on quantifying and comparing the marine 
soundscapes of five recording locations spanning three different ecosystem types related to live 
hard bottom coral. 
Introduction 
Five long-term data sets were analyzed to demonstrate the utility of the soundscape code 
(SSC) and compare acoustic environments. SSCs were generated to compare the soundscapes of 
a shallow coral reef, two deep cold-water reefs, and two deep sandy-bottom marine environments. 
Comparing the five soundscapes using the SSC methodology provides a rapid assessment of the 
soundscapes and guides subsequent analysis by highlighting salient differences in acoustic 
properties, which are connected to both the function of the environments and transient sound 
sources.   
Deep sea coral habitats are common in the Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) region off the 
southeastern U.S. within the Exclusive Economic Zone, but few have been mapped or 
characterized in terms of benthic biology (Reed et al., 2006). Wilmington (WIL), Savannah Deep 
(SAV), Blake Escarpment (BLE), and Richardson Hills (RH) are sites along the OCS currently 
being studied by researchers involved with the Atlantic Deep Sea Ecosystem Observatory Network 
(ADEON) and DEEP Sea Exploration to Advance Research on Coral/Canyon/Cold Seep Habitats 
(DEEP SEARCH) projects. GBR is the designation for Wheeler Reef, a shallow tropical reef that 
is part of the Great Barrier Reef chain. The Great Barrier Reef as a whole is one of the largest reef 
systems of the world, supports billions of dollars of annual revenue for Australia, and provides a 
range of ecosystem goods and services (McCook et al., 2010; Stoeckl et al., 2011). The five 






WIL is located in a region dominated by a single deep-sea coral bioherm. This mound is 
steep, rugged, and rises 100m above the sea floor and is made up of living and dead coral (Ross, 
2006); high abundances of orange cup corals and anemones were observed on the deep 
submergence vehicle (DSV) Alvin during a DEEP SEARCH cruise aboard the R/V Atlantis 
(AT41).  However, the ADEON lander from which the WIL data was recorded was located on a 
sandy bottom environment with no sign of coral at least 250 m in all directions.  
SAV is a site along a large ridge that makes up part of a larger study area called Stetson 
Banks, which is made up of complex ledges and slopes (Ross, 2006). This rugged and varied 
habitat ranges in depth from 550 m-850 m, and the ADEON lander is located at a depth of 790 m. 
A variety of stony corals, as well as cup corals, soft corals, octocorals, brittle stars, and urchins 
were found and sampled at SAV on the DEEP SEARCH DSV Alvin dive (AT41) to the region 
where the lander was deployed, although the lander itself could not be located by the ROV. The 
sessile invertebrate fauna is more diverse in the Stetson Banks region than the communities 
observed at several North Carolina bioherms, and an abundance of sponges with 18 different taxa 
have also been observed here (Reed et al., 2006).  
RH is a site located in the Richardson Hills Complex, which overlaps with the region 
described previously in literature as Stetson Banks. The RH lander was located within 20 nautical 
miles of the SAV lander, but recordings were made during different time periods. The RH habitat 
features an abundance of living and dead coral species, urchins, fish, and sponges, which were all 
observed during a recent DEEPSEARCH dive to this site (RB1903).  
BLE is the deepest site, located furthest offshore, and is primarily a sandy bottom habitat 






Figure 24 ADEON lander locations and bathymetry for (A) WIL, (B) SAV and (C) BLE. RH lander location in close 
proximity to the SAV lander, but is not indicated on this figure.  
 
A specific coral community located in the Great Barrier Reef (GBR) region was chosen as 
a type of control for the thesis as it has been well-studied in this past. At this particular coral 
community, an abundance and diversity of corals, fish, and invertebrates have been observed 
(Graham et al. 2014).  Unlike SAV, RH, and GBR, BLE and WIL do not feature any coral and are 







Figure 25 ADEON lander locations and site images captured by ROVs on research dives to (A) Wilmington, (B) 
Savannah Deep and (C) Blake Escarpment.  
 
 
These sites were expected to offer interesting comparisons as disparities in depth and 
bottom type, specifically coral and soft sediment, were hypothesized to have an impact on the 
respective soundscapes.  
Methodologies 
A winter period consisting of the months December through February 2017 was chosen for 
analysis of the WIL, SAV, and BLE sites. This three-month period consists of about 6170 minutes 
of passive acoustic data per site sampled at 375 kHz. Data from the Richardson Hills site was 
recorded on an icListen Smart Hydrophone (Ocean Sonics, Truro Heights, NS, Canada) between 
April 14th, 2019 and June 20th, 2019 and consist of about 3220 minutes of passive acoustic data 
sampled at 126 kHz. Data from the Great Barrier Reef site was recorded on an AMAR G3 recorder 
(JASCO Applied Sciences, Dartmouth, NS, Canada) between April 27th, 2013 and May 31st, 2013 
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One-minute SSC metrics were calculated over the acoustic recordings that had been 
converted into pressure time series. SSCs calculated by reporting the median (med) and central 
95th percentage (C95) of the 1-minute SSC metrics were used to compare the SSC properties for 
each soundscape to highlight potential differences in the acoustic environments. To explore how 
different time periods of analysis might impact SSC values and interpretation as more and more 
data are factored into integration and averaging, SSCs were generated over several different 
durations of data: monthly, weekly, daily. The variability and medians of values generated by 
calculating the SSC over different analysis windows were considered to understand how different 
durations of data might impact a comparison of soundscapes using the SSC methodology. To 
condense and numerically present the results from the assessment of how analysis window 
impacted the comparative soundscape assessment of the five sites, the SSC color coding scheme 
was quantified. The color coding employed by the SSC shows which quartile the corresponding 
metric value (median or C95) falls into. The first quartile was assigned a value of 1, the second 
quartile a value of 2, the third a value of 3, and the fourth a value of 4. This was done to form a 
difference table from the changes in quartile of the metrics that occurred over different time 





summed across SSC frequency bands to produce a total metric difference value and compare how 
consistent SSC interpretations were in a process highlighted in (Figure 26). 
 
Figure 26 Example of process by which change in SSC interpretation was quantified shown for BLE BB amplitude 
metrics only. Black arrows indicate the flow of the procedure. Upper left box shows condensed SSC color code 
information where m, w, and d represent the month, week, and day SSCs and the color shows which quartile the 
corresponding metric fell into. Upper right box shows how the quartiles were quantified. Lower left shows the 
difference value found by summing the differences between the month and week, month and day, and week and day 
quartile values. Lower left shows the BB difference values and totals for BLE amplitude metrics. Totals calculated 
by summing differences across frequency bands for each metric.     
In response to the disparity in volume of data across sites, the 1-month SSC is the focus of 
the assessment, although as previously stated, the other analysis periods are considered to better 
understand how different analysis periods might impact interpretation. The SSC methodology was 
applied to the five soundscapes to quickly assess salient differences in acoustic environments and 
highlight avenues for subsequent analysis.  
Results 
Results from the application of the SSC methodology to the soundscapes of BLE, SAV, 
WIL, RH, and GBR are accompanied by corresponding assessments and comparisons. The SSC 
methodology is something that was proposed for use in a variety of situations including use over 
variable analysis periods. To demonstrate how interpretation of the SSC might change over 





window. The differences in metric quartiles across analysis periods represents an aspect of the 
soundscape variability and shows which sites are most likely to have a SSC that changes over 
analysis period (Figure 27). 
 
Figure 27 Numerical differences in SSC metric quartiles across month, week, and day analysis periods. Metric 
differences are calculated for the median and C95s, and then summed across frequency bands. Total difference values 
are shown in far right column of each box.  
 The values in the totals column in Figure 27 align closely with the variability of the SSC 
metrics observed in the 1-month SSCs for the 5 sites. GBR is the most consistent site and metric 
quartiles change very little across analysis periods at GBR. Following GBR in order of consistency 
are BLE, WIL, SAV and RH. Most change in quartiles is observed in the C95. More changes were 
observed in metric quartiles for uniformity medians at BLE, SAV, and WIL, while at RH more 
changes in median quartiles were observed in amplitude metrics. The C95 quartiles changed far 
more at RH than at the other sites. The analysis of how a comparative assessment might change at 
the sites across analysis periods helps to understand one aspect of the SSC methodology and the 
soundscapes. The SSCs themselves, especially the 1-month SSC (Figure 28), provide a wealth of 
information about the soundscapes and produce results that set the stage for subsequent analysis.  
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Figure 28 One-month soundscape codes for the deep/shallow, coral/sandy bottom sites analyzed. The ranges reported 
in the lower right panel indicate the range of 1-month SSC medians. The total range of the SSC medians and C95s 
was divided into quartiles, and the cell colors correspond to which quartile the value falls into from low to high: blue, 
green, yellow, red.   
GBR amplitude metrics are much larger in frequencies over 1 kHz than in frequencies 
under 1 kHz. The GBR amplitude metrics are also much larger in the BB, High, and Ultra-High 
bands than the OCS sites, which suggests GBR is driven by acoustic activity in the High and Ultra-
High bands. This differs from what was observed in the OCS sites, which appear to be driven by 
acoustic activity in the Low, Mid, and High bands. All OCS site BB amplitude metric medians are 
within 3 dB of each other (across site), but nuanced differences in the amplitude metric medians 
across frequency bands (within site) suggest fundamental soundscape differences. At SAV, WIL, 
and RH the respective 1-month SSC SPLrms medians in the Low, Mid, and High bands are within 
3 dB of each other and are between 4 dB and 7 dB larger than median SPLrms values in the Ultra-
High band. This trend of amplitude metric dominance in the Low, Mid, and High bands varies 
slightly across analysis periods at SAV with the weekly SSC reporting SPLrms medians of 90 dB 
for both Low and Ultra-High bands (Figure 29).  
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Figure 29 One-week soundscape codes for the deep/shallow, coral/sandy bottom sites analyzed. The ranges reported 
in the lower right panel indicate the range of 1-month SSC medians. The total range of the SSC medians and C95s 
was divided into quadrants, and the cell colors correspond to which quadrant the value falls into from low to high: 
blue, green, yellow, red.   
At BLE, the 1-month SSC Low band amplitude metrics (both SPLrms and SPLpk) are 
substantially larger than the Mid, High, and Ultra-High bands, which are all within 4 dB of each 
other (Figure 28). The dominance of the Low band amplitude metrics at BLE is consistent across 
SSC analysis windows, and draws a contrast to the other OCS sites, which vary slightly across 
analysis windows, and in terms of SPLpk do not exhibit any clear frequency-related amplitude 
metric trends like BLE does.  
The 1-month GBR SSC reports the smallest variability of amplitude metrics in almost all 
frequency bands, and RH reports the largest variability of amplitude metrics in all frequency bands. 
Variability of BLE, SAV, and WIL amplitude metrics was considerably different across frequency 
band, site, and SSC analysis period, although the 1-month SSC reported an interesting similarity 
between GBR and BLE, SAV, and WIL. In the Ultra-High band, 1-month SSCs corresponding to 
GBR, BLE, SAV, and WIL all report SPLrms variability within 2 dB of each other (across site), 
although the variability of the SPLpk metric indicates there are substantial differences in the 
maximum sound levels that occur among these sites, especially in the Ultra-High band.  
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GBR is also the most impulsive site, which is identified by the largest impulsiveness metric 
medians and variability, and are consistent across the SSC analysis periods. The remaining sites 
all report identical impulsiveness metric medians, so the variability was used to assess soundscape 
impulsiveness. RH is the only site to report a larger kurtosis range than GBR, and this occurs only 
on the randomly selected 1-day SSC analysis period in the Ultra-High band (Figure 30).  
 
Figure 30 One-day soundscape codes for the deep/shallow, coral/sandy bottom sites analyzed. The ranges reported in 
the lower right panel indicate the range of 1-month SSC medians. The total range of the SSC medians and C95s was 
divided into quadrants, and the cell colors correspond to which quadrant the value falls into from low to high: blue, 
green, yellow, red.   
For the monthly analysis period, RH remains the second most impulsive site and does not 
surpass GBR. WIL and BLE report large (kurtosis > 350) impulsiveness values in the Ultra-High 
band consistently across SSC analysis periods, while the largest variability measure for 1-minute 
kurtosis at SAV is 50 and occurs in the Ultra-High band for the weekly SSC analysis period 
(Figure 29). This suggests that BLE and WIL were being influenced by some impulsive acoustic 
activity in the Ultra-High bands while SAV appears to be influenced by broadband transient 
acoustic activity. The 1-month analysis period BB kurtosis variability at SAV is the largest of these 
three sites, followed by BLE.  
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The dominant acoustic activity at GBR is not periodic in nature, as the periodicity values 
for GBR are the lowest of all the sites, even across analysis periods. Periodic signals appear to be 
well-represented in the OCS sites, as all the sites report considerable variability in periodicity 
metric values in a variety of frequency bands. At SAV, this trend is most obvious, and the 
variability of periodicity metric values in the Broadband, Low, and Mid bands is the highest out 
of all the sites, even across analysis periods. 1-month periodicity metric ranges suggest some 
periodic sound component is present and influential at SAV and WIL, and that in general that 
periodic signals influence the soundscapes of the OCS sites. The SSCs also suggest that among 
the OCS sites, there is a disparity in the content of periodic signals. Based on SSCs corresponding 
to the 1-month analysis period, SAV is the most periodic of the five sites, followed by RH, WIL, 
BLE, and GBR.  
 Assessments of uniformity based on the D-index values need to consider both the median 
D-index value and the C95 which quantifies the variability of the metric over the analysis period. 
The median values of the D-index at GBR report that out of all the sites, the minute-to-minute 
changes in acoustic activity are greatest at this location in the Broadband, High, and Ultra-High 
frequency bands. However, the C95 of the D-index values at GBR are substantially lower than the 
other sites. Instead of a conflicting assessment, the reality is that the median and the C95 of the D-
index are capturing and reporting different aspects of what has been defined in this project as 
acoustic uniformity. The relatively miniscule C95 of almost all metrics at GBR describes the low 
variability of the soundscape, while the median D-index values appear to describe the chaotic 
nature of the acoustic activity in frequencies above 1 kHz. While the minute-to-minute changes at 
GBR are greater than at the other sites in the Broadband, High, and Ultra-High bands, the 





largest ranges in the D-index but also mostly the smallest medians. This suggests that at RH there 
are more transient events that shift the D-index to values higher than the other sites, but not enough 
to result in a larger median. SAV D-index ranges are mostly the second largest behind RH, and 
while the median D-index values at SAV are never the largest among the sites, they come close 
(within D = 0.002) and no other site produces a combination of high D-index medians and C95s 
like SAV does in the Broadband, Low, and Mid bands. The broadband D-index medians and ranges 
suggest WIL and BLE are the most uniform behind GBR. However, WIL reports the highest 
median of the five sites in the Low band along with low-moderate variability (0.056), and BLE 
reports the highest median in the Mid band also accompanied by low-moderate variability (0.046). 
BLE also reports the second highest D-index C95 in the Ultra-High band (0.038). D-index results 
for BLE, SAV, and WIL are similar, but there are nuanced differences in where the dynamic 
acoustic activity occurs in frequency space, which suggests differences in respective soundscapes. 
D-index medians were mostly consistent across analysis windows, but in some cases, considerable 
differences were observed. The C95s of the D-index varied dramatically across analysis windows, 
which was expected.   
 In summary, the tropical, shallow GBR soundscape generated a SSC remarkably different 
from the other sites in terms of all soundscape code properties. The GBR soundscape is far more 
consistent than the OCS sites, which is most clearly reflected in the narrow range of the SSC 
metrics calculated over the 1-month analysis period. The high median amplitude, impulsiveness, 
and uniformity metric values in the High and Ultra-High bands suggest that GBR is dominated by 
acoustic activity in the higher frequencies (>1 kHz). In comparison, SSCs corresponding to SAV, 
WIL, and BLE suggest that dominant acoustic activity is in the mostly lower frequencies (Low, 





activity in the Low band. RH is intermediate in its characteristics between GBR and the other OCS 
sites. Large impulsiveness ranges in all frequency bands, and large amplitude ranges in frequencies 
over 1 kHz suggest RH is more similar to GBR, but large periodicity and uniformity metric ranges, 
and large amplitude metric medians in frequencies under 1 kHz suggest RH is more like the OCS 
soundscapes. Periodicity appears to be a distinguishing feature of the OCS sites, and a disparity 
among the OCS sites in terms of periodicity suggests some fundamental difference in the 
respective soundscapes.  
Soundscape Code comparison discussion 
 The five sites were chosen to see if the soundscape code metrics would distinguish between 
the respective soundscapes knowing that disparities in depth and presence of coral could manifest 
acoustically. The SSC showed clear distinctions between the shallow coral environment of GBR, 
and the deeper OCS sites, and nuanced differences among the OCS SSCs suggest potentially 
fundamental soundscape differences among the deep ocean soundscapes. The results from the 
comparison of the five sites using the soundscape code assessment methodology provide many 
avenues for subsequent analysis. SSC results for the OCS sites also provide a cursory soundscape 
assessment of the deep ocean sites, which helps to establish a baseline for the acoustic 
environments.  
In general, the shallow reef soundscape of GBR was louder in frequencies over 1 kHz, 
while the deep-water OCS sites were louder in frequencies under 1 kHz, with some overlap 
occurring between several of the OCS sites and GBR in the High band. The comparison of 
amplitude properties of GBR and the OCS sites appears to distinguish between the deep and 
shallow soundscapes. This is probably due to attenuation of low frequency sound in shallow water, 





amplitude medians in the Low and Mid bands relative to the shallow GBR site (Hermannsen et al., 
2015; Urick, 1983). Nuanced differences in amplitude metrics among the deep ocean sites could 
represent a connection between the deep and shallow coral environments, and also suggest the 
soundscapes of the OCS sites are unique. SAV and RH both have the largest broadband amplitude 
metric ranges, which are influenced at SAV by acoustic activity in the Low, Mid, and High bands, 
and at RH by acoustic activity in the Low, Mid, High, and Ultra-High bands. Healthier reefs in 
shallow water were found to be significantly louder than degraded environments (Piercy et al., 
2014), and if the increased amplitude of SAV and RH is connected to the content of coral at these 
sites, it represents a significant finding that can be explored in future work. BLE also exhibited 
slightly different amplitude properties than the other OCS sites, and this could be connected to a 
fundamental soundscape difference.  
Soundscape impulsiveness drew stark contrasts between the deep and shallow ocean 
soundscapes. GBR reported high medians and variability, while the deep ocean sites all reported 
medians of 3, and considerable variability among sites and frequency bands. While impulsive 
acoustic activity at all OCS sites was so infrequent that the kurtosis medians in the SSCs were all 
3, the variability of kurtosis at the deep ocean sites indicated differences in soundscape 
impulsiveness. The greatly increased range in impulsiveness metric values at RH sets it apart from 
the other OCS sites, but does not necessarily suggest it is similar to GBR, but rather that it is 
intermediate in its characteristics. All OCS SSCs reported varying levels of impulsiveness, and 
due to the connection between increased transient events and coral reef health in shallow water 
(Piercy et al., 2014), the sound sources responsible for the increased kurtosis values at the OCS 





determining the nature of the signals that are responsible could illuminate important soundscape 
and habitat relationships in deep ocean environments.  
The disparity in amplitude and impulsiveness metrics between the deep and shallow 
soundscapes was most obvious, but influence by periodic signals also appears to suggest a 
difference in the soundscapes. Periodicity metrics report substantial values in different frequency 
bands at the OCS sites, which could be a result of acoustically active marine life that inhabit or are 
transient to these deep ocean environments. A concentration of marine life could indicate the 
presence of a healthy deep ocean OCS community. The periodicity values of the OCS sites provide 
an interesting comparison between the soundscapes, and two of the OCS sites (SAV and WIL) 
produce SSCs that indicate substantial influence by periodic signals, which could be a 
distinguishing soundscape feature. To understand the nature of the increased periodicity of the 
OCS sites and nuanced differences among them, the sound sources responsible for the periodicity 
values would have to be determined.  
The median D-index values at the OCS sites are similar in magnitude, which suggests the 
minute-to-minute changes in acoustic activity at these sites are typically similar. However, the 
disparity in D-index ranges at these sites suggest a difference in soundscape. SAV and RH both 
have the largest broadband uniformity index ranges, but the magnitude of the D-index ranges for 
WIL and BLE are so high that without knowing more about the responsible sound sources, it is 
difficult to understand what this disparity in uniformity metric value represents. If D-index values 
are directly related to biologic acoustic activity, then increased D-index ranges at RH and SAV 
might suggest that these sites are more biologically active than WIL and BLE, although how this 





In summary, the most obvious differences in respective SSCs group all the deep ocean 
soundscapes in one group and the shallow, tropical reef soundscape in another. The SSC features 
that distinguish these two groups are the range of all SSC metrics, impulsiveness values, 
periodicity values, and which SSC frequency bands the largest amplitude metric median and range 
occur in. The consistent rhythm of the biological signals of GBR produced SSC metric ranges that 
are miniscule compared to the OCS sites, with kurtosis the only exception. The impulsiveness of 
the shallow, tropical coral reef environment, most likely driven by snapping shrimp, was the 
highest of all the sites, especially during the 1-month analysis period. RH also exhibited impulsive 
tendencies, but in a much reduced manner relative to GBR. The other OCS soundscapes (BLE, 
SAV, and WIL) also indicated some influence by impulsive signals, but in mostly solitary 
frequency bands (WIL & BLE), or in a magnitude so small that it suggests only transient acoustic 
activity (SAV). The SSCs of the OCS sites suggest the soundscapes may have unique acoustic 
signatures or properties. Periodic signals appeared well-represented in the OCS sites, with SAV 
reporting the most substantial presence of these types of signals. The SSC frequency band in which 
these metrics peaked also indicated a nuanced difference between the shallow and OCS sites, 
especially in terms of sound amplitude. At the shallow coral environment the maximum sound 
amplitude occurred in frequencies above 1 kHz, while at the OCS sites the maximum amplitudes 
occurred in frequencies below 1 kHz. Uniformity as indicated by the D-index was difficult to 
interpret and appeared well correlated with other metric values.  
SSC results both provide valuable soundscape information and highlight areas that 
subsequent analysis should explore to better understand the soundscape dynamics of the five sites. 
Determining the sound sources that are responsible for the elevated periodicity metrics in the OCS 





among the OCS sites across bottom type.  It would also be beneficial to explore what is driving 
the RH impulsiveness values, as a distinguishing feature of the GBR soundscape is also the large 
impulsiveness values. Determining what is driving sound levels in all frequency bands at the deep 
ocean sites would also help to understand if dominant acoustic activity of the deep ocean sites is 
different across bottom types, or if there is a connection between increased sound amplitude and 
habitat quality/bottom type. The uniformity metric suggested a clear distinction between GBR and 
the OCS sites, and exploring the driving sources for the uniformity metric would help to understand 
what has significant impacts on the variability of the OCS soundscapes across bottom type. The 
connection between amplitude, periodicity, and uniformity metrics should also be explored.  
CHAPTER 4: Discussion 
The proposed SSC provides a valuable framework to simply convey complex ocean 
characteristics and is a first step in the direction of a standardized soundscape analysis and 
reporting structure. The SSCs in Chapter 2 highlighted salient differences in acoustic properties of 
generally short duration soundscape recordings featuring a diversity of known sounds. In Chapter 
3, soundscapes were analyzed using the methodology, and while some site information like 
location, depth, and bottom type/general ecology were known, the signals present in the 
environments were not assessed prior to the application of the soundscape code.  
The results of the application of the SSC in Chapter 3 demonstrated the effectiveness of 
the methodology in doing two things: 1) reporting salient soundscape information in a way that 
allows comparison of important soundscape properties, and 2) highlighting specific avenues for 
subsequent analysis. Concise soundscape information provided by the SSCs produced rankings 
among the sites in terms of sound amplitude, impulsiveness, and periodicity of the respective 





sites to be made quickly and accurately. The SSCs also highlighted important frequency 
information, which provided interesting comparisons of the distribution of acoustic energy in the 
respective soundscapes. The SSC assessments are by no means exhaustive, but clearly highlight 
the salient differences among the respective soundscapes. Subsequent analysis targeting 
fluctuations in SSC properties (as quantified by the SSC metrics) and frequency information 
highlighted by the SSC will allow for a further understanding of the environments that ultimately 
produced the soundscapes assessed in Chapter 3.  
The future use and potential improvement of the soundscape code will benefit from more 
thorough assessment of duty cycling, bandwidth definitions, and dataset durations, as only data 
sets of multiple hours and a majority of continuous sampling regimes were used to select the 
proposed soundscape code metrics. The selected frequency bandwidths worked for the purposes 
of this project, but other frequency banding should be explored to better represent evolving 
regulations and knowledge of marine life hearing. Similar to duty cycle concerns, dataset duration 
being represented in the soundscape code should be explored to understand how a comparison of 
soundscape code results from a small duration dataset (minutes to hours) compares to results from 
larger duration datasets (days to months). The color coding scheme adopted in this project provides 
a relative comparison among the sites analyzed, but needs to be standardized to make the color 
coding scheme universal. Some thresholds for the soundscape code amplitude and impulsiveness 
metrics already exist and could be used in a standard color coding scheme. Testing of the metric 
responses to synthetic soundscapes could be used to develop a standard color coding scheme for 
the periodicity and uniformity metrics.  
All soundscape code metrics were based on 1-minute time windowing protocol to align 





sound pressure for the periodicity metrics was done with 0.1-second and 1.0 second windows. 
Other window sizes should be explored to assess performance and use of the SSC. Exhaustive 
analysis of the impact that different analysis parameters have on the SSC metrics would have added 
to the value of this research, but it did not fit into the scope of the project. Further work assessing 
the impact and performance of different analysis windows (larger time scales), datasets with 
unique acoustic features not captured in this work, datasets with significant overlapping of source 
signals, and threshold selections is required to ensure the development of an effective, rapid, and 
robust quantitative soundscape framework. 
Targeted analysis of large acoustic datasets could be made easier by analyzing the tabulated 
and color-coded SSC products, but also by analyzing time series data of the SSC metrics. In 
Chapter 2, D-index time series consistently indicated time periods of dynamic acoustic activity. 
Peaks in acorr3 metric time series regularly highlighted the presence of echolocation signals and 
transient periodic acoustic signatures. Time series analysis of kurtosis values demonstrated an 
impressive utility in the assessment of a variety of aspects of underwater sound by indicating the 
presence of transient acoustic activity and shifts in acoustic activity in general. Time series analysis 
of kurtosis suggests the metric could be used in a variety of applications beyond the scope of 
soundscape comparison using the SSC.  
The relationship between kurtosis and impulsive sounds, and resultant relevance in impact 
studies indicates it could be used in assessments of noise impacts and mitigation. While the 
soundscape code proposed here focusses on simple assessment of soundscape properties, this 
methodology could be more directly applied in impact assessments by focusing on the sound 
amplitude and impulsiveness properties. This could be done by simply reporting only amplitude 





level; the inclusion of kurtosis is important to report whether the sounds are impulsive. Cumulative 
impacts to a soundscape from disparate sound sources could easily be assessed with the 
soundscape code methodology by comparing soundscape code metrics over time and isolating 
soundscape contributions from different sound sources. The SSC methodology would distill 
complex and dynamic sound source contributions to concise SSC metrics, which would allow for 
easy interpretation of how a multitude of acoustic impacts accumulate in a soundscape. More 
specific impact related assessments could also benefit from the concision of the soundscape code 
methodology. For example, bubble curtains are used to mitigate sound impacts by inhibiting sound 
transmission through the water (Würsig et al., 2000), and bubble curtain efficacy could potentially 
be assessed using the SSC or spatial/time series analysis of SSC metrics. The change in signal 
impact manifested within the soundscape on either side of a bubble curtain would assuredly be 
captured by impulsiveness and amplitude metrics, if not uniformity and periodicity metrics as well. 
Noise studies sometimes analyze sound at different ranges from a sound source (Hermannsen et 
al., 2015; Martin & Barclay, 2019), and the SSC metrics could easily be applied to this type of 
assessment and would quickly and clearly highlight salient spatial differences in multidimensional 
soundscape properties.  
 The SSC methodology provides a structure for quick and easy quantitative comparisons 
meant to capture salient soundscape characteristics for directed assessments of sources, patterns, 
and trends. The value of this project is the demonstration that multidimensional soundscape 
properties can be easily and directly compared when a relatively simple but uniform quantitative 
framework is utilized. Ambiguity in reporting of metric calculation parameters makes 
interpretation of results time-consuming and can result in erroneous conclusions; the uniform 





immediate understanding of exactly what is being calculated. The utility of the SSC structure lies 
in succinct, consistent, and transparent reporting of acoustic soundscape properties. Using direct 
comparisons made possible by the SSC, soundscapes corresponding to environments that varied 
in depth and bottom type were assessed in Chapter 3 with relative ease and rapidity. Frequency 
information was immensely informative in the Chapter 3 assessment and helped to understand 
nuanced differences among the soundscapes; if only broadband metrics were considered in 
Chapter 3, the interpretation of the results would have been much different. Furthermore, the 
multidimensional nature of the SSC helped to highlight similarities and differences in periodicity, 
impulsiveness, and uniformity/variability of the deep sea and coral reef soundscapes, which would 
have been overlooked in traditional soundscape analyses, and could be tied to important ecosystem 
functions of the respective environments. The cursory assessment carried out in Chapter 3 provides 
some important information about poorly understood deep-ocean soundscapes. Increased interest 
in deep seabed mineral deposits (Hannington et al., 2011; Hein et al., 2013; Petersen et al., 2016) 
will most likely result in an expansion of deep sea mining operations and it will be critical to 
establish baseline soundscape information to monitor impacts to these environments which to date 
are not thoroughly understood (Washburn et al., 2019).   The methodology highlighted in this study 
is by no means exhaustive and was never meant to be. It is a starting point and demonstrates the 
utility of a succinct and consistent reporting methodology that provides a cursory first glance into 
deep ocean soundscapes. It is my hope that researchers in the future make efforts to implement a 
similar methodology so that people interested in soundscapes can assess the acoustic environments 
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